EDM 730/830 PRIMARY

True TFT Transflective Custom Display -

Bright display with highly brilliant and ambient brightness, always sunlight readable. All gages have a Variable Scale and alarm limit to fit your engine's fuel flow form factor, panel size: 5" W x 4" H. 2.9"d. Records all engine parameters at 2 to 255 seconds intervals. Plot the data with EZPlot. All probes and transducers supplied. High Flow transducer (120 GPH) included in EDM930 to EDM830 compatible with and transmits RS-232 data to most MFD's, also sold separately.


EDM 930 & 930T PRIMARY

True TFT Transflective Custom Display -

Bright display with highly brilliant and ambient brightness, always sunlight readable. All gages have a Variable Scale and alarm limit to fit your engine's fuel flow form factor, panel size: 5" W x 4" H. 2.9"d. Records all engine parameters at 2 to 255 seconds intervals. Plot the data with EZPlot. All probes and transducers supplied. High Flow transducer (120 GPH) included in EDM930 to EDM830 compatible with and transmits RS-232 data to most MFD's, also sold separately.


JPI EDM 800 DIGITAL/ANALOG SCANNERS

WITH AUTOMATIC HORSEPOWER COMPUTING

Dot identifies cylinder associated/individual. Automatically advances.

Percent of HP using RPM/ MAP/OAT, memory & fuel flow shown constantly. Last cylinder display Turbine Inlet Temp or Oil Temp adjusted column height. Digital display of 24 functions such as Digiscan® Fuel Flow, OAT, EGT, CHT, CD, & Oil Temp.

JPI EDM 960 ENGINE SCANNERS

JPI EDM-960-8C Twin 10-05196 $19,169.00
JPI EDM-960-7C Twin 10-05202 $19,683.00
JPI EDM 960 4C No Tanks 10-04913 $15,570.00
JPI EDM 960-4C Twin 4 Tank System 10-04733 $17,307.00
JPI EDM 960-6C Twin 4 Tank System 10-04734 $18,546.00
JPI EDM 960-6C Twin 10-03726 $17,608.00
JPI EDM 960-4CP-4 (4 Cyl) for 4 Tanks Experimental 10-05240 $7,400.00
JPI EDM 960-4CP-4 (4 Cyl) High Flow Transducer Experimental 10-05244 $9,479.00
JPI EDM 960-6CP-4 (6 Cyl) for 4 Tanks Experimental 10-05243 $7,687.00
JPI EDM 960-9CP (9 Cyl) High Flow Transducer Experimental 10-05244 $9,479.00
JPI EDM 800-6C w/Fuel Flow 231 3-1/8" (Gravity Fed) 10-02858 $3,922.00
JPI EDM 800-6C w/Fuel Flow 231 2-1/4" (Gravity Fed) 10-02859 $3,970.00
JPI EDM 800 DIGITAL/ANALOG SCANNERS

WITH AUTOMATIC HORSEPOWER COMPUTING

Dot identifies cylinder associated/individual. Automatically advances.

Percent of HP using RPM/ MAP/OAT, memory & fuel flow shown constantly. Last cylinder display Turbine Inlet Temp or Oil Temp adjusted column height. Digital display of 24 functions such as Digiscan® Fuel Flow, OAT, EGT, CHT, CD, & Oil Temp.

JPI EDM 800 DIGITAL/ANALOG SCANNERS

WITH AUTOMATIC HORSEPOWER COMPUTING

Dot identifies cylinder associated/individual. Automatically advances.

Percent of HP using RPM/ MAP/OAT, memory & fuel flow shown constantly. Last cylinder display Turbine Inlet Temp or Oil Temp adjusted column height. Digital display of 24 functions such as Digiscan® Fuel Flow, OAT, EGT, CHT, CD, & Oil Temp.